
AN ESSAY ON HOW TO SELL SOMETHING THROUGH MAIL

And it's a cold day in Hades when I teach anything found in my paid products. The above are just three ways to be
infotaining in your emails.

Believe it or not, I blatantly pitch almost every week day using this method. Use an automated follow up
series to introduce yourself and the people who work with you. Editors are sharp and can smell phony praise.
Include a video of the product. Make sure to mention any expertise or experience you have in a short bio that
might make the editor more likely to take your work. People prefer buying from other people, rather than from
impersonal brands. Give your email subscribers first dibs. Educate the prospect about the product and its
features and functions, while simultaneously answering any objections to buying. Instead I use the topical
reminder and my own title. Reference them in your emails. Perhaps you sell socks to menâ€” old, young, and
indifferent. Think of it as an email case study. Along with including what exactly you want, a good cover
letter will entice an editor or agent into reading your submission. When making initial contact to sell an essay,
I ask the editor to read one short piece, nothing more. For one thing, stories are naturally entertaining. Tell A
Story People relate to stories better than they relate to a straight-up sales pitch. Staff authors are listed here.
Many editors also write. These are the kinds of sales pitches that drive survey results like the ones we saw in
To Sell Is Human. In fact, you may find them in your inbox fairly often. In March, they are closing their fall
issue. Subscribe to receive this free resource. Ask a question, or tease your message content with a clever play
on words. Some transactional emails are opened repeatedly. List the features of your product as benefits for
your customers. Sign up for our NEW daily brief. You can and should wait until subsequent emails to explain
details or request a meeting.


